TESSIAN CASE STUDY

Securing a
FTSE 100
Tech Company
ABOUT
Rightmove is the UK’s largest online real
estate portal and property website.

STATISTICS

530 People Protected

For over 15 years, the organization’s aim

Guardian Products Deployed

has been to empower the UK’s decisions

Enforcer

around property. Rightmove is listed
on the London Stock Exchange and is a
constituent of the FTSE 100 Index.

TESSIAN AND RIGHTMOVE

Seeking a seamless
security system

“We needed a solution that
would thoroughly manage
our outgoing emails without
significant disruption to our
employees and customers.”
DAVID CRAY

Head of Customer Experience and
Product Development, Rightmove

For David Cray, Rightmove’s Head of
Customer Experience and Product
Development, making sure the UK’s
number one property portal has a
proactive cybersecurity strategy is
vitally important.
Rightmove was searching for a flexible
solution to the problem of accidental
data loss and unauthorized email
activity. David needed a product
would work across all systems and
devices. Rightmove turned to Tessian
for answers.
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TESSIAN IMPLEMENTATION

Prompt
deployment
and threat
detection

Rightmove was able to quickly and

The Guardian filter’s machine

easily deploy Tessian’s Guardian and

intelligence prevents emails being sent

Enforcer filters across all UK team

from Rightmove employees to the wrong

members. Tessian’s machine learning

person as a result of human error, while

enabled Rightmove to benefit from

Enforcer identifies and stops sensitive

minimal disruption to staff and their

emails from being deliberately sent to

day-to-day work, while still equipping

unauthorized email accounts.

the organization with best-in-class
email security technology.
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Building an
agile security
culture

Email will continue to remain one of
the biggest security concerns for many
organizations. By deploying Tessian across
the organization, David has taken the
necessary steps to ensure that Rightmove
is prepared to combat the most advanced
email security challenges.
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GET IN TOUCH WITH US

Learn more about how
Tessian prevents human
failure on email.
Tessian prevents human failure on email at the world’s leading organizations. To book a
demo and learn more about how we could help your organization, visit tessian.com.

MAKING EMAIL SAFE AT →

Tessian is building the world’s first Human Layer Security platform to automatically secure
all human-digital interactions within the enterprise. Today, our products use stateful
machine learning to protect people using email and to prevent threats like spear phishing,
accidental data loss due to misdirected emails, data exfiltration and other non-compliant
email activity. We’ve raised $60m from legendary security investors like Sequoia and Accel
and have over 150 employees located in San Francisco and London.

